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Abstract 
The method of moving planes is used to establish a radially symmetry result 
for positive solutions of a semilinear elliptic equation on a bounded domain. 
A refined argument will extend the result to asymptotic symmetry result for 
positive, local, singular solutions. Moreover, a variant of the method of moving 
planes-the method of moving spheres is used to establish a characterization of 
a conformally invariant equation on the upper half space with a geometric 
nonlinear boundary condition. 
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Introduction 
The method of moving planes was invented by the geometer A.D. Aleksan-
drov ( see Chap. 7 in [12]) to give a partial answer to a conjecture of Hopf. 
He showed that a closed embedded surface of constant mean curvature must 
be a sphere. Later this method was borrowed by Serrin who used it to obtain 
a characterisation of a harmonic function which satisfies a nonlinear boundary 
value problem in [19]. In 1976, Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [9] and [10] systemati-
cally developed the method to treat nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations. 
A basic result is the establishment of radial symmetry of positive solutions for 
these equations. As a typical case, consider the problem 
/ 
Au + f{u) = 0, u > 0, on B, < � 
I u 二 0 on dB 
where B is a ball in the n-dimensional euclidean space W. They proved: 
Theorem A Assume that f is locally Lipschitz continuous. Then any C^{B)-
solution of (1) must be radially symmetric. 
As a merit of the method of moving planes, the symmetry result holds 
under very weak conditions on the domain and the nonlinearity f. The results 
we are going to discuss all have this advantage. 
After the publication of [9] and [10], many authors have improved, gener-
alized or applied the method to various situations. Among all these works, we 
point out C. Li [13], [14] and a long series of papers starting with Berestycki 
and Nirenberg [1]. The most sucessful application of the method of moving 
planes is the treatment of semilinear elliptic equation with critical growth. To 
illustrate it let's consider the simplest case: 
Au^u^ = 0, u > 0, in Q. (2) 
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This equation arises from nonlinear field theory and differential geometry. It is 
important to observe that it is conformally invariant. Equations of similar form 
play an important role in the study of the Yamabe problem and the problem 
of prescribed scalar curvature. The method of moving planes has been used in 
getting energy independent a priori estimates for these equations. Not trying 
to be exhaustive, we mention Figueiredo, Lions and Nussbaum [8], Caffarelli, 
Gidas and Spruck [2], Schoen [18], Y. Li [16], Chen and Lin [4] and [5]. The 
main result in [2] is particularly striking and it has been used in all subsequent 
works. When applied to (2), it states as follows. 
Theorem B Let Q be a ball with its center deleted. Then any solution of (2) 
u{x) = (1 + o(l))n(|a;|) as x tends to 0，where u is the spherical average ofu. 
As an immediate corollary one obtains: 
Theorem C When Q 二 R^ in (2), u must be radially symmetric with respect 
to some point. 
In [2], the authors developed a measure-theoretic version of the method of 
moving planes. Recently, C. Li [15] has simplified and generalized their result. 
In this thesis we shall give a detailed exposition on their result following [15 . 
This thesis consists of the chapters and an appendix. In chapter 1 we apply 
the method of moving planes to establish a symmetry result which contain 
Theorem A. In chapter 2 we consider the papers [2] and [15] and establish 
an asymptotic result which generalize Theorem B. In chapter 3 we consider 
(1) in a half-space and established a characterisation of those solutions which 
satisfy a nonlinear Neumann boundary condition. As before the problem arises 
in the study of the Yamabe problem on manifolds with boundary, see Escobar 
6] and [7]. It was recently resolved in a paper o fY . Li and Zhu [17]. We shall 
discuss their proof in some detail. In the appendix we supply the maximum 
principles which are needed for the method. 
Chapter 1 
Radial symmetry for solutions 
of a semilinear elliptic equation 
on a bounded domain. 
In this chapter we consider the following semilinear elliptic equation with zero 
Dirichlet boundary value, 
f 
Aii + /(7i) = 0 u > 0, in Q, 
< (1.1) 
I u = 0 on dft, 
where Q is a bounded domain in W • We shall establish a symmetry result for 
the solution u under some mild regularity conditions on Q, f and u. The proof 
of this result displays all essential ingredients of the method of moving planes. 
To state the theorem we need to introduce some notations. Let ^ be a 
direction , i.e., a unit vector in W and denote the hyperplane 
{xeW I 工.^ = A} 
by J\ or Tx{0- Suppose that for some positive A, x • ^ < A for all xeQ, so Q 
lies on one side of the hyperplane 7\. We may decrease A until it touches dQ 
6 
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at a first A = A*. For A < A*, we set 
^A = {a;eQ I X . f > A} and 
let ^A be the image of E^ under the reflection with respect to T\. It is clear 
that for A close to A*, £入 is contained in ^ and u{x), where x is any point on 
dn n Tx and iy{x) is the unit outer normal of dil at x, satisfies u{x) . ^ > 0. 
When we decrease A further, since Q is bounded, soon one of the situations 
happens: 
(a) there exists some u{x),xed^ n J\, which satisfies u{x) . f = 0; or 
(b) dT,x \ Tx intersects dQ somewhere. 
Let A* be the first A such that (a) or (b) happens.(It may be true that (a) and 
(b) hold at A*.) 
Theorem 1.1 Let u be a C^-solution of (1.1) in fI Suppose that dVt is of 
class C^ and f is Lipschitz continuous in [0, M], where M = max^^jiu{x). 
Then (i) for all Ae(A*,A*), 
u{x^) > u(x), 
for all xeY^x, and 尝 < Q,for all xeT>x 门(7\ n 1¾/ and (ii) if ^ ( x ) = 0 some-
where on Tx*, then 
^ = ^x. U EA. U {Tx^  门 n) 
and u is symmetric with respect to 7\*. 
From Theorem 1.1 we immediately deduce the following radial symmetry re-
sult. 
Corollary 1.1 Let Q be a hall. Under the regularity assumptions off and u 
in Theorem 1.1, u is radially symmetric. 
Proof Without loss of generality, let Q. be a ball centered at origin. By the 
definition of A*, A* = 0 for any f, |^ | = 1. By applying the theorem to ^ and 
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- f , we conclude that u must be symmetric with respect to any hyperplanes 
passing through the origin. Since for any points x and y in ^ with \x\ = \y\, 
we can find a hyperplane passing through the origin with respect to which y 
is the reflectional image of x. We conclude that u{x) = u{y). • 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on some refined version of the maximum 
principles. We shall discuss them in the appendix. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.1. Since the equation is invariant under rotation 
of axes, we may assume f 二 ei = (1，0,.. •，0). First of all, we observe that at 
A 二 A*, T\* is tangential to dVL So the unit outer normal at any intersection 
points of Tx* n 泥 is ei. By continuity, for A less than and close to A*, 
u[x^) > u{x), (1.2) 
where x^ = (2A — X1,X2,... ,rr„) for x = (xi, • •. ,Xn), and 
| ^ W < 0, (1-3) 
0x1 
for xeT \^. Let 
fx = inf{A'e(A*,A*)| (1.2) and (1.3) hold for all Ae(A',A*)}. 
To prove part (i) of the theorem it suffices to show that (JL = A*. We shall 
assume |JL > A* and draw a contradiction. 
First, by continuity we have 
u{x^) > u{x), 
and 
du < 0 
dxi — , 
for xeE^. Since ^ > A* and u � 0 in Q, u{x^) cannot be identically equal to 
u{x). Therefore, by the Strong Maximum Principle (.2) we have 
u[x^) >u{x), (1.4) 
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and 
| ^ W < 0 , (1.5) 
dxi 
for xeE^. However, on the other hand, by the definition of fx, we can find a 
sequence {Aj}, with Xj 个 /x, and {x^),x^eQ such that 
| V ) > 0. (1-6) 
OXi 
Using the Hopf Lemma (.11) and the Strong Maximum Principle (.2), it is not 
hard to see that any limit point of {x^} must belong to T^ n dQ. Denote one 
of the limit point by x^. We consider two cases separately. 
First, if / (0) > 0, then 
0 > Aw + / ( n ) - / ( 0 ) 
二 A?i + c ( ^ (1.7) 
0^ 
for some bounded function c{x). Since fx > A* and u 二 0 on dQ, ^^ (x° ) > 0 
Q^ 
implies that —(a:°) > 0, which is impossible by the Hopf Lemma. 
Next, let us assume / (0) < 0. Without loss of generality we assume x^  ^ x^ 
in T^ n dVl. By applying the mean value theorem to the line segment between 
x^ and (/i, x{,. •., x{) we can find a point y^ on this segment such that 
£ ( 4 = 0 , g ( ^ ^ ) < 0 , (1.8) 
where {z^} also converges to x^. Since Vu = 0 on dVt and ei is transversal to 
dVt at x°, we have 
f)^y 
• • 0 ) = 0，and ^ ( x ° ) < 0. (1.9) 
Now, let us rotate the axes so that in the new coordinates y =(奶,•. •, Vn), 
the yn-axis is in the i/(x^)-direction. Represent dQ near y^  = x^ as a graph 
Vn = M ) , y' 二 (yi,. •. , Vn-i)' We have 
u{y'.Hy')) = 0 
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for all y' near y'Q, and 
|^0^) = 0, i = l , . . . , n _ l . 
oyi 
By differentiating the equation u{y', (j){y')) 二 0 twice, we get 
du du d4> — a 
dVi dyn dyi ， 
d^u d^u d^ d�d(\> I du d � 
dvidyj dvidyn dyj dyjdyn % dyn dyidyj 
d^u d^ d^ _ . . 1 1 
+ H F F = 0' M = l，..-，n-l. 
oyi oyi dyj 
In particular, at y' = y'Q, 
2^ 
/ ^ = 0, i,j = l,...,n-l, (1.10) 
oVidyj 
after using (1.9). This means that the unit vectors(in the ^/-coordinates), 
g^u 
ei,. •. ,6n-i, are eigenvectors of the Hessian (^^^^ )i,j^i,..,n at " � . Since by 
the theorem on reduction to principal axes, this Hessian is diagonatble by an 
炉16 
orthonormal basis, we conclude that ( _ � f a � ) ) is diagonal. So we also have 
dVidyj 
/ f - = 0 (1.11) 
OViOyn 
at yO, i = 1, . . . , n — 1. 
Now, we use the rotational invariace of the Laplacian to get 
•< - / (• ) 二 E S ( A i=l 2 
=ss("。） 
= p ^ ( v r 
dyl 
n-l 
In the y-coordinates, e^ = aei + ^ a^^ where a is positive. Hence, using (1.9) 
i=l 
and (1.11) we get 
S = 4^>G (1.12) 
dxi dyl 
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at x^, which contradicts with (1.9). So ii must be equal to A*. 
Part (ii) of the theorem readily follows from the Hopf Lemma (.11). The 
proof of the theorem is completed. • 
Chapter 2 
Asymptotic symmetry of 
singular solutions to a 
semilinear elliptic equation 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider local positive solutions with isolated singularity for 
a semilinear equation and establish an asymptotic radially symmetry result. 
Consider the problem 
Au + f{u) = 0, u > 0 on ^ ( 0 ) \ {0}， (2.1) 
where in general ^^(^o) = {xeW : \x - Xo\ < r } and n > 3. In [2], Caf-
farelli, Gidas and Spruck used a measure-theoretic version of the method of 
moving planes to show that under certain conditions on /，solution u must be 
asymptotically radially symmetric. Their result is recently further simplified 
and generalized in C. Li [8]. We shall present a detailed proof of the main 
result in [8]. Let's state it first. 
12 
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Theorem 2.1 Letu be aC^-solution of(2.1). Assume that (1) f is a nonneg-
ative locally Lipschitzfunction in [0，oo) and (2) z~^~^f{z^~^) is nonincreasing 
in [0, oo). Then 
u{x) = (1 + o(l))w(|x|) as X ^ 0 (2.2) 
where w(|x|) is the spherical average ofu on dB\x\{0) and o(l) is a function 
that goes to zero in the corresponding limiting process. 
Remark 2.1 In particular, Theorem 2.1 works for the important special case 
f(z) = z^. When (2.1) is defined on the entire space R^, it can be shown 
that u must be radially symmetry with respect to some point in R^ • 
Remark 2.2 In addition to assumptions (1) and (2), the same conclusion of 
the theorem was first established in [2] by further assuming: 
(3) f (z) is nondecreasing for z > 0，and 
(4) f{z) > CzP for some p > n/{n — 2) and large z. 
Remark 2.3 In fact, the asymptotic radial symmetry result holds more gener-
ally where f may also depend on \x\. Consider (2.1) where f{u) is replaced by 
f{\x\,u). Then under (1), (2), (3) and (4), the conclusion of the theorem 2.1 
holds for u. 
Remark 2.4 In the preprint C. Chen and C. Lin [3], certain asymptotic radial 
symmetry results have been proved for local solutions of (2.1) which blow up at 
a set,( for example a curve in space,) of dimension not greater than (n - 2)/2. 
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2.2 Some preliminary analysis 
Lemma 2.1 Let v be a nonnegative HL_solution of the equation 
Av{x) + g{x) = 0， (2.3) 
in ^2(0)=召2(0)\{0}. Suppose that f is nonnegative and in Lj^^(^(0)\{0}). 
Then both g and v belong to L^{Bi{0)) and 
Av(x) + g(x) + mSo(x) = 0, (2.4) 
holds in Bi{Q) in distributional sense for some non negative m. 
Proof : For ee(0,1) and k > 1 we introduce three smooth cut-off functions 
defined in [0, 00) as follows, 
0 < C < 1, satisfying |C| < 2, 
z 
1， re[0,1] 
C(r) = L 
0， r > 3/2; 
V 




[1，re [2e , l ] ; 
-2 < h'{z) < 0, 
• 
1, ze\0, k], h{z) = L J， 
0, ze[2k^ 00). 
‘ 
Let H{z) = /； h{s)ds. (Note that H{z) < 2k.) Let 0(x) = C(|:r|)"“|:r|)"(^;(:r))ei/i(B2(0): 
which is of compact support in B^ (0). We have 
/ ^{x)g{x) = / V^; • V0 
JB2{0) JB2{0) 
二 / V ;^ • {rjehVC + Ch^Ve + CVe^h). (2.5) 
JB2{0) 
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We estimate the terms in the right hand side of (2.5) as follows. 
/ VehVv • VC < / |Vi;||VC| < C\\v\\HiiBy,{0)\Bim' 
JB2{O) 7B3/2(0)\Bi(0) 
[ChVv • Vr]s = f CVH{v) • Vr/e 
JB2{0) JB2{0) 
=-[^W(VC-V77e + CAr/e) 
JB2{0) 
where H{z) = f^ h{s)ds. Therefore , 
I [ ChVv . Vr]el < C(||^l|Li(B3/2(0)\5i(0)) + A : f -3 ) . 
JB2iO) 
Using h' < 0, we have 
f Cve^y • ^h{v) < c{\\v\\HiiB,/,mBim + k " — ’ 
jB2{0) 
For a fixed k, letting e ~^ 0, by the monotone convergence theorem we conclude 
that Ch{v) belongs to L^{Bi{0)) and 
/ C(W)"(r(Z)) < ClMl^i(S3/2(0)VBi(0)). 
JB2i0) 
Now, letting k ~> 00, by the monotone convergence theorem again we conclude 
that geL^Bi{0)). 
Next we show that veL^{Bi{0)). We look at the spherical average of v, 
•1) = ^^ /〜 (。 )楊 
=• /••丨，秦 
Since taking spherical average commutes with the Laplacian, v satisfies 
(r^-V(r)) ' + r^-^g(r) = 0 , r e(0, 2). 
By integrating this equation from r to 1, we have 
p - V ( r ) = 万‘⑴ [ s ^ - ^ g { s ) d s - [ s^-^g{s)ds 
Jo Jo 
二 万 ‘ � + ] ^ M L H B , m + 0(1). (2.6) 
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By integrating this equation once more, we get 
r^-%(r) = - ^ + 0(1) at r = 0, (2.7) 
n — 2 
where 
M = -u'(i) — -^MW{Bmy 
It follows from (2.7) that veL^[Bi{^)). 
Finally we show that 
^v{x) + g{x) + m^(rr) = 0, :re5i(0), (2.8) 
in distributional sense. Let (j)eC^{Bi{^)) be a test function. Consider 
[ M M v = [ {r]e^^ + 2V0 • V77e + ^Ar]e)v. 
JBi{0) Vsi(0) 
Clearly, as e ~> 0 
/ VT]e^(t> ^ � / vA^. 
JBi{Q) JsiiO) 
On the other hand, by (2.7) 
[ vV^-Vrjsl < — [ v{x)dx 
JBx{Q) ^ JB2e\Be{Q) 
C 产 r 
< —/ / v{s,u;)s^~^du;ds 
S Je Js^-^ 
c r2^  
< ^\dBi\ J s^-^v{s)ds 
< Ce ~~>• 0, as e ^ 0. 
Finally, 
f v^Ar], = I {^{x) — ^(0))Ar],v + 0(0) [ Ar]eV. 
JBi{0) JBi{0) JBi{0) 
Using (2.7), we have 
I [ v{^{x)-m)^Vsl<Cs. 
JBi{0) 
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¢{0) [ vAr]e =糊[v{xy-^{r^-We{^)Ydx 
JBi{0) Jsi(0) 




/ 2 e 
r^-^Ti^{r)v'{r)dr. 
Letting £ ~> 0, by (2.7), 
0(0) [ vAr]e — -^{0)\dBi\{-M). 
JBi{0) 
Putting all these together, we have 
/ A{r]e^)v + / r]eH ~~)• / vA^ + ^{0)\dBi\M^ / (j)g. 
JBi{0) JBi{Q) ^Si(0) ^Bi(0) 
Hence 
/ {/^v{x) + g{x))r]e^ = / v{x)/^{r]s4>)^gr]e4> 
JBi{0) JBi{0) 
Av{x) + g{x) + m6o{x) — 0, 
holds in ^i(0) and m = \dBi\M. • 
We apply Lemma 2.1 to the solution u{x) of the equation 
Au(jT| + f(u(x)) 二 0 in 拟0), (2.9) 
to get 
Au(x) + f(u(x)) + mSo(x) = 0 in ^i(0). 
Now, we can decompose u into u — Uh + Ug + Ur in ^i(0), where Uh is a 
nonnegative smooth harmonic function with the same boundary value of u on 
^Bi(0), Us is the singular part of it, i.e., Us{x) = m(|^|^ — 1) and Ur is the 
super-harmonicpartof^x,^/r(T)= fBi(o)G[x,y)f(u(y))dy > 0. Here G{x, y) 
is the Green's function (associated to the Dirichlet problem) on Bi(0). 
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Lemma 2.2 : Let u be a solution to (2.1) (a) If f{s) < s^ for s large, then 
^ ^ — C < uix) < ^ ^ + C ( - m l n |x| + 1) in ^i(0). 
工 Ti — Z \ , j^ Tl — Z 
(2.10) 
(b) ///(sg_2) > s\ for some sequence {s^J such that Sk ^ oo, then 
u(x) ^^ ^^ ^ ~> oo, as X — 0. (2.11) 
\ X 几—2 
Proof : From potential theory and the fact that f{u{x)) belongs to L^(^i(0)), 
Ur{x) = [ G{x,y)f{u{y))dy (2.12) 
JBi{0) 
belong to L^(5i(0)) for any p < ^ . From the assumption on / , we have 
fP{u{x)) < Cu^^{x). So, 
77 
f{u{x))eL^{B,{0)), p<-. (2.13) 
Again, by potential theory, 
Ur{x)eLP{Bi{0)), p < +oo. (2.14) 
We have 
f{u{x)) < C{1 + |xp-" + Ur)^ (2.15) 
since f{u{x)) < Cu^>^-^[x). Now, 
Ur{^) < / G{x,y)f{u{y))dy 
JBi{0) 
< C [ G{x,y){l + -^^u',/^-'{y))dy 
jBi{o) y 
< C + C(-mln|x| + l). 
We conclude that 
^ - C < u{x) < ^ + C ( -mln |x| + 1). (2.16) 
X X 
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Proof of (b). It suffices to show that 
Ur{x) ~^ oo as |a;| ~> 0. 
By super-harmonicity, this assertion follows if we can show that Ur{\x\) ~> 00 
as |x| ">^  0. 
For, if on the contrary, there exist a constant K and a sequence {xj} with 
Xj\ — 0 such that Ur{xj) < K, then 
K > Ur{xj) > + Ur{x)da as j ^ 00. (2.17) 
JdBp{xj) 
However, since 
+ Ur ~~y + Ur = Ur{p), (2.18) 
JdBp{xj) JdBp{0) 
We can choose p > 0 such that Ur{p) > K + 1. Contradiction holds. 
We have 
Ur[\x\) = Ur{l) 4- [ -4^ds / f{u{x))dx. (2.19) 
«/丨工丨广 JBs 
Without loss of generality assume rrii = 1. Let Sk satisfy Sk+i > 8¾. By 
the assumption, we have f{S^~^) > ^S^ for ^Sk < S < Sk- Let dk =是， for 
large k. 
By u{x) > * ( 1 ^ - 1) and w(|x|) — | ^ as |x| ^ 0’（f)"—2 < u{x) < 
S^~^ holds on a large portion of the set Bd^  (0) \ jB^(0). 
2 
We can estimate the set Q = {xeBd^(0) \B^(0) | u(x) > SJ^~^} as follows 
2 
[ u{x)dx = nuj^{l - h 
JB,^{0)\B^{0) ^ 4 
> / u{x)dx 
JQ 
= |舰 - 2 . (2.20) 
We have 
J ^ 3 " > ^ (2 21) 2n-l (l_l/2n) - |^(0)\B^(0)r 卜 7 
2 
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Consider 
f f{u{x))dx > f ^u^{x)dx 
J^(0)\s^(0) J^(0)\B^(0) ^ 
> ^^^I^(0)\^(0)| 
> C^-2. (2.22) 
Then, 
[^^ds [ f{u{x))dx > V [ -^ds [ f{u{x))dx 
J\x\ ^ JBs{0) j^i Jdj/2 ^ JBs{0) 
> E i / fHx))dx^ 
j=l ^3 "d"2(0) 」 
> E ； [ fH^))dx 
j^l ^j JBa./2\Bd./4{0) 
A; ^ in-2 > V — ^ - 与 fin-2 2^-2 
k 
> ^ C = Ck. (2.23) 
j = l 
where dk+i > |x| and C is independent of j. 
From this estimate we conclude ^^ .(|x|) ^ oo as \x\ ^ 0. • 
2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We observe that from the assumption on f in Theorem 2.1 
0 < f{z) < Cz^^ 
for some constant C and z > 1. Lemma 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1 in the case 
2 
that f{z) < z ^ for z large. In this case (2.10) implies (2.2) when m > 0, 
and u is continuous with w(0) > 0 when m = 0 (thus satisfies (2.2)). 
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Thus we need only to consider the case that 
f ( 4 - 2 ) > 4 (2.24) 
along a sequence Zk ^ 00. As a consequence of (2.24) and Lemma 2.2, we may 
assume (with a suitable rescaling) that u satisfies (2.6), (2.7) and 
u{x) > -^^ + 4 for |x| < 2. 
xp"%(x) — mi as |x| "> 0. (2.25) 
To prove that u[x) = (1 + o(l))u(o:) , for |x| small, it is sufficient to prove 
that v{x) = {l + o{l))v{x) for |x| large where v{x) = |i|^^(|^) is the Kelvin 
transform of u and v is its spherical average. From (2.25), we obtain the 
following asymptotic expansion for v: 
4 
• ) > mi + for |x| > 1. (2.26) 
^j* Th 2* 
v[x) — TTii as \x\ — 00. 
We use the to prove the asymptotic radial symmetry oiv. For xeW, X > 0, 
and any directions ueS = {o;eR^ : |cj| = 1}, we let xx{uj)三 cc + 2(A — x . u)u; 
be the reflection point of x about the hyperplane T;^(uj)三{zeR^ : x . cv 二 A}, 
and EA(ct;)三{a:eR" : x • co > A} be the positive half space in the u direction 
at A. The mehtod of moving planes is used here in proving the comparison 
formula 
v{x) < v{x{X,u)) for x6E(A,o;), and xx{uj)^Bi{0), (2.27) 
for all u and sufficiently large A. 
For a given direction cu, let R(cj) be the smallest non-negative number such 
that (2.27) holds for all A > R(u) (in general, R{cj) can be 00), A(t) = {cjeS : 
R(cj) < t}, and E{t) = S \ A{t). We want to show: There exist some positive 
constant C and 5 independent of any cj, such that if R{uj) > C then v{y) > 
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mi + 1 in Q. Without loss of generality, assume u = ei ei = (1,0,. . . ,0). 
Then Q 三{o; = (xi,x')eR^|l < x . u < 2R{u;) - land]x' - y'^] < 6} where yo 
is some point on 肪1(0) which may depends on u. 
We simply use x^ = xx{ci) and E^ = ^^(ei). 
For ee(0,1), we let 
咖二|^以(^ + 4 (2.28) 
where x^ = {s, 0 , . . . , 0). The function Vs is defined in 
{xeR"I \x\ > 1 and x ^Xe,Xe = ( - - , 0 , . . . ,0)} 
^ 
and 
Ve{x) = 0 ( ^ 3 ^ ) at |x| = oo. (2.29) 
oc 
Let 
Ex = {xeT>x ： |:r^ | > 1 and x^ / Xs}. 
Consider the function 
W{X, A) 二 Ve{x^) - Ve{x) foi ^6¾. (2.30) 
We have, 
^ / (|xr -V(x^) ) < ^/(|.A|n-2^^(^A))^ (2.31) 
by the assumption that t~^~^f{t^~^) is non increasing. Therefore, 
^v,{x^) + ^ ^ f ( \ x \ - - \ { x ^ ) ) < 0, X6EA. (2.32) 
Lemma 2.3 For any fixed small e, there exists large Ao such that w{x, A) > 0 
in T>x, for any X > Ao-
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Proof : By (2.31), we have 
A^(X,A) + ^ { f { \ x r \ { x ' ) ) - f{\xr\{x))) < 0, 
(2.33) 
xeT>x- That is, 
Aw{x, A) + C{x)w{x, X) < 0 (2.34) 
where 
� � — 1 f{\xr've{x')) - / ( ixr-vw) 
。 ⑷ = ^ • 入 卜 咖 ， （丄叫 
when w(x, A) + 0, and 
C{x) = 0， (2.36) 
when w[x, A) 二 0. Let w{x, A) = w�oc,X)/^�x) where 4>{x) 二 log(^:? + 2). 
Observe that 
ItJ^O 
as |:r| ^ oo. For xeTx 
w{x) = 0. 
For fixed small £, say £ < 1/2, and large A, consider yedBi{0). We have 
Ve{y) = u{^^Xs) 
y 2 
> inf u(v) 
- 1 - S < | y | < l + . 
> 0. 
On the other hand, 
1 X 1 
e^{^ ) = j^p2^(j^ + ^-) ^ ]^P^4&), (2-37) 
~> 0，as X ~> oo. 
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Therefore, 
w{x, A) > 0, for xeEA and x^edBi{0). (2.38) 
For X near 苟，if m > 0, Ve{x^) — oo as x^ — Xe- If m = 0, u{x) > 0 for 
x\ < 1，since u{x) = Uh + Ur > Uh > 0，for |j;| ^ 1. We conclude that 
Ve[x^) > 0 (2.39) 
when x^ ~> Xe for m = 0. Therefore w{x, A) > 0 for x near x^ for large A. 
Now, we show that w > 0 on T,x for large A. Clearly it is sufficient to w > 0 
x ^ � 
in Yj\. Suppose on the contrary that wJ < 0 somewhere in Yj\. By the above 
>-<W /--w 
consideration, it must attain its minimum in Y,\. Let x^ eY^ x be the minimum, 
i.e., 
w{xQ, X) = minW(a;, A) < 0. (2.40) 
2;eEx 
We have, 
V^(rro, A) 二 0 and Aw(xo, A) > 0. (2.41) 
Since w[x^^ X) < 0, 
0 < |Xor-2|x^|2-|/(^ + X,) < u{^ + Xe) 
< u{Xe) + 1. 
for A > Ao, for large Ao. Therefore, 
-^^|/(|xor-V(x^)) - f{\xor\{xo))\ < |^|^(xo,A)| 
(2.42) 
where Co > 0 is the Lipschitz constant of f on [0, u{xs) + 1]. It satisfies 
C{x) < Co/\x\^. Now w satisfies 
c 
^Aw + 2S7w . V0 + (^^^ + A^)w < 0. (2.43) 
Xo 4 
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However, using 
~+翁《 (^工)^  _ + ^log(r? + 2) 
^ - 2 丨 絲 - 条 明 ( 械 
< 0, for large \xo\. (2.44) 
We see that ^Aw + 2 V ^ . V(/> + ( ^ + A^)w > 0. Contradiction holds. 
Therefore w > 0 in ^A for A > Ao . • 
From the above lemma, we have Ve{x^) > Ve{x) for large A. Therefore, the 
set 
{A| Ve{x^) > Vs{x), xeEA holds} (2.45) 
contains an interval of the form (Ao, oo). Let's denote the union of all intervals 
with this property by (¾, oo). 
Lemma 2.4 : If R^ > y/V7, then there exists y^edBi (0) and pe(0,l), in-
dependent of e, such that Vs{x) > rrii + 1 for x in U where U = {x — 
(o;i,a:')eRn| 1 S xi < 2R, - 1，|x'| < p]. 
Proof : we have 
Cix) � 
Aw(x, A ) — — ^ w ( x , A) < 0, for xeEA, and A > R,. (2.46) 
X 
where C{x) is a positive locally bounded function. By the maximum principle, 
we have w{x^ Re) > 0 or w(x, R^) is identically zero in ^R^. 
Consider the case w{x, Re)三 0. We know that Ve{x) is non-increasing for 
R^ < xi < 2Re. And Ve{x) > rrii + 4, |a;| = 1. Thus, 
Vs{yuy') >v,{xi,x')=Ve{2R,-Xi,x') 2mi+4, (2.47) 
for Re < yi < 2^,and x^'edBi{0). Then, 
Ve{xux') > mi + l,for 1 < Xi < 2R^ - 1 and \x'\ < 1. (2.48) 
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Next we consider the case that w(x, R^) is positive. 
By the definition of R^, there exists {A)}, Xj < Re Xj — Re such that for 
each Xj, there exists yjeTiX- such that 
w{yj,Xj) = inf w{x,Xj) < 0. (2.49) 
xeEXj 
Suppose y)j does not belong to 朋1(0) or {x^}. Since w ~> 0 as \x\ ^ 00 
and w{x, Xj)三 0, rri = Xj. We can find a convergent subsequence of {yj}, 
so that yjk — yo^^R^ • Since for each k, w{yjj^, A^  J < 0, Vw{yj^, XjJ = 0 and 
&_k,K) > 0, 
w{yo, Re) < 0, Vw(yo, Re) = 0 and Aw(yo, Re) > 0. (2.50) 
As w{x^ Re) > 0, xeT,R ,^ yo lies on the hyperplane xi = R � B u t then the 
Hopf Lemma, wi{yQ^ Re) > 0. Contradiction holds. Therefore, the infimum of 
w{x^ Xj) must attain on dB^^ (0) or at {於}, In other words, either 
a)there exists yj — yo such that yQ^edBi{0) and w{yo, R^) = 0. 
b)there exists yj ^ xf^ such that w{yj, Re) ^ 0. 
We claim b) is impossible. Set 
w{x) = w{x,Re). (2.51) 
Then: Aw + (-Au*) = 0 in B*{x^'). By Lemma 2.2, w, and Aw belong to 
L^Bp{xf^)) and, for xeB|(xf^), 
r 1 1 
• ) = / 昨 , y ) { - ^ w ) { y ) d y + m(-；^^^ 77^^) + M 4 
JBp/2{x^n ^ P/^ 
where G(oo,y) is the Green's function of Bp/2(^f^) and 
[ G{x,y){-Aw){y)dy>0 
JBp,2{xf^) 
and h{x) is the harmonic function which equals to w on the boundary. Then, 
w{x) > h{x) 
^ inf,eaB,/,(x^) h{y) = inf,,aB,/,(x^) Mv) > 0, 
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xedBp/2{x^'). So b) is impossible. Thus we must have 
Ve{xo) = Ve{yo) 
where we set xo = y^ ^ and |xo| = 1. 
Since Bi{xo + 3ei) is disjoint from Bi(xo) and Bi(xo + 3ei) C B ^ ( 0 ) . 
For Rs > vTz, Bi(xo + 3ei) is just the image of Bi(yo) under reflection with 
respect to the hyperplane of xi = Re + |. Then, for A — R^ + | and any 
xeBi{yo), 
Ve{x^) > Ve{x). (2.52) 
So, it implies that for all xeBi{yo), 
Ve{x) < Ko. 
By applying the elliptic regularity theory to the equation satisfied by Ve, for 
any pe(0,1), there exists K independent of e, say, for 0 < e < 1/2 such that 
Vt'e(x)| < K, on Bp{yo). This implies that 
Ve[x) > mi + 1, 
for X in Bp{yo) for some p < 1. 
Ve{x) < sup{i;,(2/)|ye5 (^0) \ ^i(0)} = K^ . 
• 
Since the lower bound for ”已 in U is independent ofs, letting e tend to zero 
we conclude that v{x) > rui + 1 on S^. 
Proposition 2.1 •  
fi(E(t)) ~^ 0 as t ~> oo. (2.53) 
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Proof : For large t, we pick disjoint geodesic balls of radius 2 centering at 
tcu, ueE{t), one by one until no more disjoint balls can be found. We can pick 
only finite many of such balls. Let N be the number of the balls we pick. We 
can cover {tuedBt[^) \ujeE{t)} by the union of the doublings of these geodesic 
balls. Then 
CoN > / i _ ) r - i (2.54) 
for some constant Co. 
From Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, in a geodesic ball centered at tcu with radius 
2, there exists a geodesic ball with radius p on which v{x) > mi + 1. Let 
S[t) = {xedBt{0)]v{x) > mi + 1}. 
KS{t)) > NCip^-'Co > C M _ t " -
We have 
/他(0)4工)_爪1如〉fs(t,^--da 
fi{dBt(0)) - ncjJ^-^ 
� M S ( t ) ) 
— n u J n t ^ - i 
> c ; " _ ) . 
Since v{t) ~^ rrii as t ^ oo, we conclude that ^,{E{t)) —)• 0 as t ^ cxD.n 
Proposition 2.2 : Let u and g satisfy the assumption of the theorem2.1. 
Then 
a) v{x) — rrii uniformly as x ~^ oo, 
b) A{t) = S for large t, where S is the unit sphere. 
Proof : Let oc,y and 2:eR ,^ \x\ = 4R, \z\ = 2R and \y\ = R for R large. 
Let V = {zeRn| |z| = 2R,z 二 x(A,cj) for ueE{R) and A > 0.}，where xx{u;)= 
X — 2{x . L0 — X)cu. Assuming x = 4i?ei, for given ujeE{R) we can determine 
z — X — 2Acj, A > 0. 
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Let Ti : E(R) ^ V such that 7](cj) = x - 2Au, A > 0. 
We see A is determined by cu. From \x — 2Acjp = |zp, we have 
xp + 4A^|a;p - 4Xx-cj = |^;|2, 
16R^ + 4A^ - i{x • Lj)X = 4R2, 
4X^-4 {x -u )X^12R^ = 0, 
and 




^ 二 ^ - ( ~~c^ V 
,(舉1) + Jxm^J{ 12R\ =卜（ ^ )^  
where {zi,...，z^-i, Zn) = x — 2{x . co — A)(a;i,... , oUn)- Hence, in a local 
coordinates, 
dzj ({4Rui) + 2Ry/Aujl - 3 � _ 
^ = -( 2 )‘ 
for i ^ l,j = 1, . . . , n — 1, and 
P- = -(2u;i + 如1 - mSij - 0 + Ji^)2Rujj. 
OLOi V y^^i — 3 
Qz 
Therefore, the Jacobian determinat of (7r^) satisfies 
dwi 
1 dz. CiT-i det h ^ < , � . 
0Wi — y/4o;? - 3 
So, 
y| 二 [ dz 
Jv 
= f det \ ^ ^\doj 
JE{R) OWi 
r C7T_1 , 
< / -du) 
JE{R) V 4^1 - 3 
M < c [ -
|352i^ (0)| — 九 ⑷ V 4 c j 2 - 3 ' 
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We have,丨“丄：丨⑶丨 ~> 0 as R ~^ oo, because ^ � ^ is integrable on E{R) and 
E{R) ^ 0 as R ^ oo. 
Similarly, let W = {zeW | |z| = 2R,y = z{X,uj),u;eE{R) and A > 0}. We 
have, 
T^| = [ dz 
Jw 
= / det \T2\du; 
JE{R) 
< CiT-i [ ^ ¢ = 
JE{R) y/uJi — 3 
We have also 丨“二丨⑶丨 ^ 0 as R ^ 00. Then the set dB2R[^) \ W]JV is 
non-empty, for R large. In particular, there exist Ai > 0, A2 > 0, uJieA{R) and 
uJ2eA{R) such that z 二 a:(Ai,a;i) and y = 2:(A2,cJ2), where zedB2R(Q). 
Observing that 
Ai = ^ ^ > R (2.56) 
and 
z 2 — u 2 1 
� 二 ^ ^ ^ 2^ ' (2刑 
for R large we have z so that A2 > R. 
Hence, 
v{x) < v{z) < v{y). 
We have 
max v{x) < min v{y) (2.58) 
|a;|=4/2 |y|=^  
The estimate in (2.27) implies that 
min v(y) ^ rrii as R ^ +00. 
yedBR{0) 
This and (2.58) imply that 
v{x) ^ mi uniformly as x ^ 00. (2.59) 
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Lemma 2.4 and (2.59) imply that A(t) = S^'^ for t > C for some large C. 
Propostion 2.2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.1 is a direct consequence of Propo-
sition 2.2 when mi > 0. In the following, we consider the case rrii = 0. 
It follows from (2.56) that any point y with \y\ = R is a reflection point x 
with \x\ = R + 2M in the direction u = ||5fy with 
A = l t i ^ > M . 
2 X — y 一 
Thus v{x) < v{y) for M large which implies: 
max v(x) < min v(x), (2.60) 
dBR+2M(0) — dBniO) 
for M large. 
On the other hand, for a fixed M, we have 
R 
v(x) > (——广-2 min v, for x > R, � ) — > | ^ dBm — 
which implies that 
min v{x) > (1 — o(l)) min v{x) for R large. (2.61) 
5Sfi+2M(0) dBniO) 
The inequalities (2.60) and (2.61) show that min v{x) > (1 + o(l)) max v{y) 
aBfl(0) dBR{Q) 
for R large. Thus v{x) = (1 + o(l))^(|x|) as x — oo. Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
• 
Chapter 3 
Classification of non-negative 
solutions to Yamabe type 
equations 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we are going to study the result of Y. Li and M. Zhu [12], 
their result are used the method of moving spheres, a variant of the mehtod 
of moving planes, to classify non-negative solutions of the equation: 
A?/ + u ^ = 0 in Wl, 
< (3.1) 
^ = ibWn-2 on dR^. 
where W^ 二 {(T',t)eR"|x'eRn-i,t> 0],keR and n > 3. 
The classification has before obtained by Escober [3], under a futher hy-
pothesis u{x) = 0{\x\^~^), \x\ large, in his study of conformal metric with 
prescribed mean curvature on the boundary. Also, the classification in R^ of 
all non-negative solutions of 3.1 were obtained by Obata [13], Gidas, Ni and 
Nirenberg [6] under the hypothesis. This hypothesis was then removed by Caf-
farelli, Gidas and Spruck [2]. This latter result has played important roles in 
32 
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obtaining energy independent apriori estimates for solutions of Yamabe type 
equations and scalar curvature equations, see Scheon [14] and Li [11]. In par-
ticular, it is used in the work of Scheon [14] in obtaining the compactness of all 
solutions to the Yamabe problem when the manifold is not conformally equiv-
alent to the standard sphere. This gives an alternative proof of the Yamabe 
problem, as well as a counting (with multiplicities) of all solutions. Yam-
abe type problem with prescribed mean curvature on the boundary has been 
studied by Escober([6]), and existence results are obtained by minimizing the 
corresponding functionals. In this case, a natural question to ask is whether or 
not one can obtain compactness results similar to what was done in Scheon's 
work[14] for the Yamabe problem. This is the motivation of the authors' work. 
The method of moving spheres, is a variant of the method of moving planes, 
is used in the proof to show symmetry of solution of the equation with respect 
to spheres instead of planes. We also used the Kelvin transformation 
v(x) = u(^),xeRl 
oc 
as we do not have assumption for u on infinity. 
We first introduce some notations : For n > 3 and d > 0, let 
R; = {(Ti,... ,Xn-ut)eW\t > 0}, 
Bd{x) = { : r d r | | x _ ^ < ( i } , 
B^{x) = {(Ti,...，j;n—i,Z)eBd(^|Z�0}， 
Bi = B^{0). 
We always write x = {x\ t)eW^，x'eR""^. We consider the equation 
(Au^n{n-2)u^ = 0 in R!f., (3 2) 
祭=ku^ on aR!^, keR. 
It is easy to verify that for all a > 0, XgeE""^ and to =為，the following 
functions are solutions of ( 3.2): 
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春 。 + “—(糖 )宇 (3.3) 
Theorem 3.1 Let weC^(R") fl Ci(R!J:), where n > 3 be any nonnegative so-
lutions of (3.2). Then either u 三 0 or u takes the form of (3.3) with some 
a > 0, x'ocM^ "^  and to = ^. 
We assume u > 0, in R![. Define 
咖 = + 响 ， • ; • (3.4) 
Then v satisfies 
-Av = n{n - 2)v^ in W\_, 
< f 二 kv*2 on dRl \ {0}, (3.5) 
V > 0 i n ^ \ { 0 } . 
� 
For bedWl, we define 
1 X 
•) 二 J^^b{j^), 
where ut{x) 二 it(a:' + b, t). 
Lemma 3.1 Let ;^eC 2^(^ )^ n C H ^ \ {0} satisfy (3.5). Then v{x) > C, 
xeR!f. \ {0} and C is a constant . 
Proof: Let 0 < e < min{ min v, 1 }. 
dB+ndBd 
For 0 < r < d, let 
仰⑷二 ^ ^ - . 6 +菩,仪野\召广-
Let P(T) 二 i;(:r) — (po(^)- We want to show 
P ( T ) 2 0 i n 5 + \ B + . (3.6) 
For \x\ = d,t > 0 
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P(x)=v(x)-<Po(x) = V - 2(^ + ^^ - f 
> V — e > 0. 
For |a;| = r,t > 0 
P{x) = • ) — M ^ ) > V - ( 2 ( 二 ) - ^ + f ) > ” > 0. 
Clearly P satisfies 
{ A P < 0 i n ^ l ^ , , (3 7) 
� 餐 = = k u + - 2 - l on d{Bj\B+)f]dRl\{0}. 
Suppose contrary to (3.6), there exists xi such that 
工1所\召广. 
P(rri) 二 jnin P{x) < 0. 
对\时 
By (3.7) and the maximum principle, ti = 0. Hence, it follows the boundary 
condition of (3.7), 
A;W -^2(xi) > f 
咖）> 21¾-
On the other hand, 
P{xi) < 0 
咖）< 20¼-
Contradiction holds. 
Thus we have v{x) < ^^^y, xeB^ \ B，. We let r ^ 0, we have v(x) > 
C,xeB^{0). • 
Lemma 3.2 Suppose /eC^(M") satisfying : For any 6eE "^^  and X > 0 such 
that 
\n-2 \2 
M^) - ]^2Mj^2) > 0 , 工 购 . (3-8) 
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Then 
f{x) = f{x',t) = f{0,t), xeR!t- (3.9) 
Proof: Set 
\n-2 \2^  
9bAx) = Mx) — ^ ^ J , { - ) , beW-\ X > 0. (3.10) 
00 oc 
We have 
9b,\x\{x) = 0 (3.11) 
For 0 < r < 1 , 
9b,\x\{rx) > 0 
^9b,\x\{rx) < 0 . (3.12) 
咖 r = l 
By direct calculation, 
^^6,|x|M 二 2V/,(:c) . X + (n — 2)Mx) < 0 
2Vf(x' + 6, t) . (x', t) + (n - 2)f(x', t) < 0. (3.13) 
We let y' = x' + b and divide it by \b\, 
2V/OA t) • ( ^ , ^) + ^^^f(y' - b, t) < 0. (3.14) 
Letting \b\ ^ oo, we have 
- 2 V , . / ( y ' , t ) - y < 0 . (3.15) 
Since this is true for any {y',t)eW\., it implies 
f{x',t) = f{0,t). • 
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Lemma 3.3 Suppose /eC^(R^"^)(n > 3) satisfying for any b eR"—�there 
exists jjLij eR such that 
f{x' + h) = 4 ^ / ( ¾ + 6)，V 工'e�-i \ {0}. (3.16) 
X oc 
Then for some a > 0, d > 0, x'oeR""^， 
f{x') = ( , _ %丄」 (几 - 2 ) / 2 , for any x' d T _ i , (3.17) 
X 3^Q ~\~ a 
or 
f{x') = -( , % 丄 广 ) " , f o r any x' eR^'^ (3.18) 
x' — Xg + d 
Proof Rewriting (3.16) as 
/M 二 ^ ¾ ^ / ( ^ ¾ ^ + 队 for any 工丨 eR^ ^ \ W. 
(3.19) 
for arbitrary b in M^_i. It follows that 
A ^ lim |:r 'r-2,(^ = ^ - 2 y > ^ forany6dEr-i. (3.20) 
|x'|^ oo 
If A = 0, it is easy to see from (3.16) and (3.20) that f 三 0. If A / 0, both 
/(6) and 州 can not change sign. Without loss of generality. We assume that 
A 二 1. It follows from (3.20) that f{b) > 0,/j^b > 0, for any beWK 
For x' large, 
n-') = ^ { / ( 0 ) + 靠(0). _ + o ( & ) } , (3-21) 
and 
../x "厂2 df ^l{x[ - bj) 1 � 1 
八工)=F^^_ + _ . |.' - 6|2 + ^ ) } , 
(3.22) 
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Combining (3.21), (3.22), (3.20) and our assumption A = 1, we have 
f l , . 盖⑷ = / -叫 0 ) . ^(0) - (n - 2)¾, 
Z I 
It follows that for some Xg eM"_i, d > 0 
厂占(3；') = \x'-x'^\^ + d. (3.23) 
Then the result of the lemma follows. • 
We define 
yn-2 y2^ 




-Awx^b(^) = ci(x)wx^b(^) in B^, 
\ %^W = C2(x)w,,,(x) onaBA+naRU{0}, (？之^) 
where c,(x) = n(n + 2)(Ci(x)y^^-' and C2(x) = ^ ( 6 ( 2 ) ) V - 2 , 丄^，^  are 
functions between v and vx. 
3.2 The Proof of Theorem 3.1 for k > 0 
By the Hopf Lemma and the Strong Maximum Principle, either u is positive 
in W^ or it is identically zero. Therefore we may assume u > 0 in E" . We first 
prove the case k > 0. 
Proposition 3.1 Let u satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, then for any 
beW^~^, there exists X^ > 0 such that 
\n-2 y2 
咖 = " ^ 叫 ( 〜 ， 工 芒 股 ； - (3.26) 
OC oc 
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Proof We divide the proof into 4 steps. 
Claim 1 For X large, wx{x) > 0 ,xe^\{0}. 
Here, wx{x) = wx^o{x), we only consider the case b 二 0 as other cases are 
similar. And we prove the Claim 1 by 3 steps. 
Step 1 There exists Ro > 0 such that 
wx{x) > 0， (3.27) 
for Ro < |:r| < \. 
We have 
^x(^) 二 ;^(x) - Vx(x) 
— 1 n-2 ( � A2n-4 |:zf-2 A _^2 A^ 
—-工 n-2 工 亭）—j^n-2X2n-4 ^ n - 2 ^ V " ^ j 
= + ( _ ) + 0(点))-3；^^ _ +。(势） 
^ 丢 + , + +。(6) — &。(势 
> ^ f ^ ^ w - 0 { ^ J > 0, (3.28) 
where Ro large. • 
Step 2 There exists Ri > Ro such that 
wx{x) > 0， (3.29) 
for Ri < \ < |x| < A. 
Let g{x) 二 |o;|-", 0 < p < n — 2. Define 
wx{x) = ^ .xe^\{0}. (3.30) 
By (3.25), we have 
‘ A w x + � V g • V^A + ( ^ + ci)wx = 0 in B+, 
1 警⑷= ^ 2 ( x ) w , on d B t f ] d n \ W . (3 3 ” 
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We want to show wx(x) > 0 , \ < \x\ < A. Suppose the contrary, there exists 
XQ such that 
Wx{xo) — min Wx{x) < 0. (3.32) 
t<kl<A 
Then, it follows the step 1 and the definition of w\^  
A � - < X < A. 
2 
We have 
\ 2 ™ 1 1 • ) W ^ ^ ) S R R _ + 〜)） 
+ 0 ) < 咖 ) < ^ ^ . (3.33) 
Hence, 
Ag nk C P{n-2-P) 
ciOr�) + 7(工0) < “ ^ - ^ " [ ^ ^ - (3.34) 
It is clear that when Ri is large enough Ci{xo) + ^ (xo ) < 0. We see that if 
k > 0, 
^ ( x o ) < 0 for xo = ( ‘ 0). (3.35) 
And if k = 0, then from the Hopf lemma and (ci + 学）< 0, it implies to + 0. 
Therefore, to > 0. But then, 
Awx + - V p . Vwx + (ci + —)wx > 0 , at xo- (3.36) 
d d 
Contradiction holds. • 
Step 3 There exists 7¾ > R\, such that for A > R2, 
wx{x) > 0, (3.37) 
for xeBl\{0}. 
Following lemma 3.1, we have 
Wx{x) = v{x) — Vx(x) > C — vx{x),xeB^ \ {0} 
^^ 入⑷ > C - vx{x) 
> C - ^ _ + ( 9 ( ^ ) ) (3.38) 
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Then, when A > /¾ is large, 
^A(:^ ) > 0 , X 6 ^ \ { 0 } . • 
Now we define, for any 6eE^"S 
Xb = inf{A > 0 \w^ b^{oo) > 0 , rre5+ \ {0}, A < fi < oo}. 
(3.39) 
Claim 2 There exists beR^~^ such that X^ > 0. 
For suppose the contrary of Claim 2 holds, that is, for any 6e^R" = R^_i, 
Xb 三 0. It follows the result of lemma 3.2，v{x) depends only t, v{x) 二 t;(0, t). 
Then, we have 
v"(t) +n (n - 2)v^(t) = 0 ,0 < t < oo , � � ) � , �� (3.40) 
v{t) > 0 ,0 < t < oo. 
V 
This is impossible for v > 0 and v" < 0. Therefore no solution exist. Contra-
diction holds. • 
Claim 3 Suppose X^ > 0 for some 6e5R!|: ； then we have 
wx„t{x) = 0 ,xe^^\{0 } . (3.41) 
Without loss of generality. We assume b = 0. Suppose the contrary of Claim 
3, wxo satisfies, 
‘A^Ao < 0 in B+(0 ) , 
< ^ = A;^-/-2 - kvl|^ -^^  on dB+^f]dWl\{0}, (3.42) 
� ^ A o > 0 m ^ \ { 0 } . 
It follows from the Strong Maximum Principle and the Hopf lemma, we have 
/ ^Ao>0 ，饥药\{0}, (3 43) 
、 勢 〉 0 ,xedBlf]Rl, • 
where u denotes the inner unit normal of the sphere dBxo • • 
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Lemma 3.4 There exists some constant 7 — 7(A0) > 0 such that 
wxo{x) > 7, X 6 ^ \ { 0 } . (3.44) 
2 
Proof: Since z;An(^ ) ^ T7^^x(0) as \x\ ~> 0. Then there exists Ci > 0 such 
0^ 
that 
vxo < Ci for \x\ < Ao. (3.45) 
By (3.43), let 
0 < e < min{l, min ^Ao}- (3.46) 
dBl^(^dB^ 
Let (pi(x) = ^ — | ^ e + ^^，xeBl^ \ S+, 0 < “ < 1 being choosen 
later, 0 < r < ^ . Let Q{x) = wxQ{x) — ^pi{x). We want to show 




AQ < 0 
in B|XW, 
^ 祭 - A : , / n - 2 _ A � / n - 2 _ ¥ 
执 A� 2 一 (3.48) 
on d { B l ^ \ W ) n d R l \ { 0 } . 2 
For |x| = ^ , t 2 0， 
Q{0C) 二 ^^ AoW - ^X) 
( � e^ 严—2 €形—"） 
= " A o W - ^ ^ + ^ h " ^ 
> - . o W - f - ^ 
> ^ A o W - e > 0 . (3.49) 
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For |o;| = r,t > 0, 
〜、. 叫丄 <1 - /^) 
Q{^) > ^Ao - y + e 2"““ 
> ^Ao > 0. (3.50) 
By (3.48) and the maximum principle, the minimum of Q in dB^ \ B+ lies 
2 
on d{Bl^ \ 5+ ) n dR^ \ {0}. We assume X2edB^^ \ 5 + such that 
2 2 
Q{x2) 二 min_Q(j;) < 0, (3.51) 
s$n5r+ 
where x2 — (x2,0). It follows the boundary condition of (3.48), 
尝(-)^ 
々，-、。⑷> ^ 
n — 1 1 
n — 2 6(1 - fi) 1 
切知 (巧 ) - n { k + 1 ) 2 (C)2/n-2 
6(1 - /i) n — 2 1 
- 2 n(A: + l ) � / - 2 . (丄叫 
And by Q(x2) < 0, we have 
^A0(^2) < (f1(^2) 
< 而 _ 
We combine (3.52) and (3.53), 
^ ( i -M) 1 叫 c = n — 2 1 � n 
2(1 + k) C2 2(l + k)，2- n c f / " -2 
r ^ < ^ (3.54) 
We choose 0 < |2 < ^^^ from the beginning, we reach a contradiction. 
We have proved that Q{x) > 0 in B^ \ B+. We let r ~> 0, the lemma has 
2 
been proved. • 
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We start from the definition of Ao, there exists a sequence Ajt — Ao with 
Afc < Ao, such that 
inf wxj^  < 0. (3.55) 
Bt,m 
It is not difficult to see from lemma 3.4 and the continity of u at 0 that for k 
large enough, we have 
Wk{x) > ^ , for all xeEXi \ {0}. (3.56) 
L 2 
It follows that there exists Xk = {x'^ ,tk)eBX^ \ B ^ such that 
2 
wXk (^k) 二 _min w；,^  < 0. (3.57) 
<\m 
It is clear that ^ < \xk\ < Xk and, due to the boundary condition, tk > 0. 
Hence Vwx^{xk) = 0. After passing to a subsequence (still denoted as Xk) 
Xk ~^  Xo 二 (x'o,^ o)e^ to \ ^ - It follows that 
2 
t^ Ao(^ o) = 0, Vi^ ;Ao(^ o) - 0. (3.58) 
It follows from (3.58) and (3.43) that to = 0, |xo| — Ao. 
^qjj 
Lemma 3.5 : If (3.42) and (343) hold, then ~^ (朴）> • for all Xo = 
K . 0 ) ,x'o 二 Ao. 
Once we establish lemma 3.5, we reach a contradiction due to (3.58), thus have 
verified Claim 3. 
Proof: Without loss of generality. We assume Ao = 1. 
Set Q = { xeB^ \ B^^^ \t < 1/4} and for some a > max{^,n - 3}, 
h{x)=e{\x'\-^-l){t^fj.), 
1 X 
(f2{x) = h{x) :r^H~~-) ,xeQ, (3.59) 
X几-丄 X ^ 
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where 0 < e, /i < 1 is to be chosen later. A direct computation yields 
Aif2 > 0 in 0. (3.60) 
Let A{x) = wxo{x) - (p2{x) ,in Q. Then A satisfies 
f 
Av4 < 0 in ^, , � 
— (3.61) 
1 t 二 C2{x)wy ,^[x) - ^ on d Q f ] d n ^ 
where C2{x) — ^ (^(x))^/^~^ ,¾ is some function between vx^ and v. We see 
that for |x| = 1 , xeQ, 
A{x) = 0. (3.62) 
For rre^Qp|{ dB1/2 U{^ = 1/4}} , we can choose €0 > 0 small enough, such 
that for all 0 < e < €0, 
A{x) > 0. 
We want to show 
A{x) > 0 in n (3.63) 
We suppose on the contrary that there exists xicQ such that 
^(xi) = m j n A < 0 . (3.64) 
Q 
From the above discussion and the maximum principle, 
力1 = 0 , \ < K l < 1 -
Thus 
f)A 
^ { x i ) > 0. (3.65) 
And 
^ { x , ) = e(K|-- - l)(|x'i|-_ + 1). (3.66) 
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Then, we have 
c2(x1)^Ao(^1) — < K r — 1)(1乂1�+" + 1) > 0- (3.67) 
By A{xi) < 0, 
^Ao(^i) < � ( K � " - l)(|o:i|-"+^2 + 1). (3.68) 
Then, we have 
c2{x1)fi > 1. (3.69) 
Thus we can choose 0 < /i < min {c2{x) + 1 ) ] from the beginning, we reach 
i<kl<i 
at a contradiction. 
Therefore, A{x) > 0 in Q. And A{xo) = 0 ,for |xo| = Ao and to = 0. So, 
we have, 
f)\ 
^ { x o ) > 0. (3.70) 
A direct computation shown that 
^ M + § > � ) + ^ ( � 2 ^ M = 2 « ^ a 
(3.71) 
The lemma 3.5 is proved and Claim 3 is verified. • 
Claim 4 For any bedR}, Xb > 0. 
By Claims 2 and 3. We have, for some beR^~^ ，X^  > 0 and 
wx,A^) = 0 , x e ^ \ { 0 } . (3.72) 
It follows that, 
Ub{x) = ^I'^xl^-^Ub(^^) , xeR^ (3.73) 
\ 工 
Then, we have 
lim \x\ -^^ Ub{x) = Xl'^u{h, 0), (3.74) 
|x|^ oo 
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namely, 
lim \x\^-\{x) = Xl-^u{h, 0). (3.75) 
|x|">00 
Suppose the contrary of Claim 4, for some ae^R!|:, 
Wx,a{x) > 0 , x ^ \ {0} , for all A > 0. (3.76) 
Then 
^ M ^ ) > - a ( J ) . (3.77) 
Letting \x\ ^ 0, 
iii$S^^)=^_,o)^c). _ 
Letting A ^  0, 
0 > u{a,0). (3.79) 
Contradiction holds. Claim 4 has been verified. • 
And the Proposition 3.1 follows immediately from Claims 1-4- 口 
Lemma 3.6 For some a, d > 0, XgeR "^^ , 
称 )： ( ^ 4 | ^ " 2 , _ 
for any x'eR^"^. 
Proof: It follows from lemma 3.3 and u > 0 in R^. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for k > 0 : Let xo = (xg, —Vd), set 
咖 ) = | � � | � I ^ ^ + ⑷， （3.81) 
and B = {(x',t) : | " o ; t f + _ - Vd > 0}. Clearly, B is a ball in 
R" .Without loss of generality, we assume a — 1 in lemma 3.6. It follows that 
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on dB. 
侧=[|"。|2 + ( 崎 ] ’ 〜 — ： 二 2 , 
= { • ' ― 彻 + 称 丨 二 二 丨 : * } * 
= { 4 ! ^ + V ^ L : ^ } ^ = ! . (3.82) 
Vd t + yd 
Define Q{x) = (p{x) - 1, we know that Q = 0 on dB and 
- A Q = n ( n - 2 ) ( Q H - l ) S i in B. (3.83) 
It follows from the Maximum principle that Q > 0 in B. Applying the result 
of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg[9] we know that Q is radially symmetric about the 
center of B. Hence by the uniqueness of the ode solution of (3.83), ^p{x) must 
take the form ip{x)=(叫二丨2产-2),2 for some e > 0 and xi eW. Then 
(、 1 / y_xo L 、 
u{y) 二 7T^^i 9 +^o) 
… b - % | " |y-io|2 
=(e2 + (xo - xif)\y - xo|2 + 2{y — Xo){x^ — x^) + 1) ‘ “^圳 
Theorem 3.1 when k > 0 follows immediately. • 
3.3 Case k < 0. 
The main procedure of this case is similar to Case k > 0, so we define 
Ub, v{x),Vb{x),wx,b and wx as before. 
Proposition 3.2 : Let u be a positive function satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1 for some k < 0，then for any b e� - i， ther e xists a Xb > 0 such 
that 
X^-n ^-2^ 叫(工）二^ 叫^（^ T^) forxeR^. 
00 00 
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Lemma 3.7 : Let v e C2(E!;:)nCH^+) \ {0} satisfy (3.5), displaystylee = 
min^^+ QQQ^  v{x), R > 0. Then we have v{x) > e for all x eB^ \ {0]-. 
Proof : Since k < 0, it follows from the Maximum principle that v{x) > 
e — 6|^^^, V0 < r < R, xeB^ \ B^. The lemma follows by sending r to 0. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2 : We still prove it by four Claims. As in Case 
k > 0, w\ satisfy(3.25). 
Cliam 1 For A large enough, wx{x) > 0 for all x eB^ \ {0}. 
The proof is again divided into three steps. 
Step 1 3Ro > 0； such that for all Ro < \x\ < A/2； we have Wx{x) > 0. 
The same as in Case k > 0. 
Step 2 3Ri > Ro, such that for Ri < A/2 < \x\ < X, we have wx{x) > 0. 
Let g{x) = |z|-" with 0 < a < n - 2, z = x + (0,0,. . . , f ) . Also 历入⑷= 
^A(^)/PW-
: ^ w x + ••“ . Vwx + (ci(x) + ^)Wx in B f , 
\ 警 二（C2(:r) - i . § ) w , on 朋广门搬工 \ {0}. (3 85) 
If 3xo with A/2 < \xo\ < A, such that displaystylewx{xo) = minA/2<|x0|<A^A(^ ) < 
0. Then xoc /{\x\ 二 A }U{W = A/2}. As in Case k > 0, 
C7i C2 0 < ci(xo) < ~"4, 0 < -c2{x0) < ^ ^ . 
0^ 0^ 
Also f 二 - ^ ¾ ^ , - * • i — 二 4^- For A large enough, z � = xo + 
t—0 
(0 , 0 , . . . , f ) , 
a(n — 2 — a) ‘ � ^ 2~~- + Ci(xo) <0, 
^0 
and 
a \ + C2(x0) > 0, when Xo €搬1. 
4|zop 
This contradicts to the Maximum principle. 口 
Step 3 3i?2 > i^i； such that for X > R2, 
wx{x)>^forxeBl^\{^}. 
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From lemma 3.7 we have v{x) > l/C > 0 for xeB%^ \ {0}. Step 3 follows as 
in case k > 0. We have verified Claim 1. 
Define X^  for bedR^ = W ^ 
Claim 2 There exists beW'^, such that X^ > 0. 
If Ab = 0 for all beW~^, it follows from lemma 3.2 that v{x) just depends on 
t. Writing v{t) = v{x), it follows that i;eC2(0,oc)nC^i[0,oo) satisfy (3.40). 
Claim 2 follows exactly as in Case k > 0. 
Claim 3 Suppose Aj, > 0 for some b e dWl = W'^ , then we have 
wx,A^) = 0, V xeR-. 
Without loss of generality, we assume b = 0. Suppose the contrary of Claim 
3, wxo satisfies (3.42) and ( 3.43) with k < 0. It follows that 
o 
5 ^ ( x ) < 0, xeaR!;:,0< H < Ao. (3.86) 
CJL 
Lemma 3.8 There exists some constant 7 = 7(A0) > 0 such that wxo{x) > 7 
for xeBf^,\{0}. 
Proof: Set 7 = minQBj"nas;^o/2^Ao(T). It follows from (3.43) that 7 > 0. 
Using (3.42) , (3.86) and the Maximum principle we have Wxo {x) > 7 -
7 丨：;:〜，VQ < r < Ao/2, xeB^^^^ \ B，. Lemma 3.8 follows after sending r to 0. 
From the definition of Ao and arguing in a way similar to that in Case 
k > 0, there exists some xo — {xQ, 0) with xoeM^"S |xo| 二 Ao, such that 
^r^j 
WXoM = 0, - ^ ( x o ) = 0, 
where u denotes the inner unit normal of dBxo. 
Lemma 3.9 : If (342) and (343) hold, then ^{xo) > 0 for all Xo = 
04,0)，|x[)| = Ao. 
Proof: Without loss of generality. We assume Ao = 1. Set Q — {x = 
(x',t)jxeBi \ S^/2' t < 1/4} and, for some a > max{n/2,n - 3}， 
h{x) = e(|xT" — 1)(1 +1), ^s(x) = h{x) - ^ M ^ ) , 
Jb Jb 
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where e > 0 will be chosen later. A direct computation yields 
Aips{X) > 0, xen. 
Considering A{x) = ^^^久0(工）—灼⑷，it satisfies 
I •& ^ ^' in 化 (3.87) 
[ f < 0 o n a ^ { Z = 0}. 
By (3.43) we can choose eo small enough, such that for 0 < e < e。，we have 
A{x) > 0 on dVL p|{5i/2 \J{t — 1/4}} . Also from the construction of ^3 we 
know A{x) 二 0 on dQ> p| ^^1 • It follows from the maximal principle that 
A > 0，in Q. (3.88) 
Also we know A{xo) = 0, thus |^(xo) > 0. A direct computation yields 
尝⑷ = 2 a e . 
It follows that 
dwxo ( � \ d^2> ( X \ ^ ^ ( x o ) > ^ ( x o ) > 0 . 
Lemma 3.9 is established and Claim 3 foliows immediately. 
Claim 4 For all bedR^ = M^—i, we have Xb > 0. 
It is exactly the same as that in Case k > 0. • 
Proposition 3.2 follows from Claim 1-4. The rest of the proof of Theorem 
3.1 in Case k < 0 follows immediately the same way as in Case k > 0. 
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Appendix 
In this chapter, we are going to prove the weak maximum principle, the 
Hopf lemma and the strong maximum principle. The proofs are basically 
standard, see, e.g., Gilbarg and Trudinger [6]. However, in our application 
we need to deal with the situation where the coefficient of u, c, has unknown 
sign. In general, the maximum principles are not valid. But, for nonnegative 
solutions they continue to hold. 
Let ueC^{Q) p|C^(r2) be a solution of the following differential inequality: 
Lu = a^^{x)uij{x) + U{x)ui{x) + c{x)u{x) < 0 in Q, (1) 
where 0 is a bounded domain in E". 
Assume L is uniformly elliptic, i.e. 
H i � > a ' ' {x )Uj > U j > 0，feR^ \ {0}. (2) 
where A is a constant, xeQ, b^  and c are uniformly bounded, 
b\x)\ < bo and |c(x)| < Co,xeQ. (3) 
Lemma .10 (Weak Maximum Principle) Assume (2) and(3). LetueC^^n 
C^(r2) be a nonnegative solution of (1). Then 
minw = miniA. (4) 
n dn 
Proof It is readily seen that if Lu < 0 in Q, then a strong maximum principle 
holds; that is, u cannot achieve interior minimum. 
For，at such a point Xoe^, we have 
u{xo) = 0, Vu{xo) = 0 and {!^^(xo)} > 0. (5) 
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By a” is non-negative, 
Lu{xo) > 0. (6) 
Contradiction holds as Lu < 0 in Q. 
In general, for 7 > 0，consider 
L(-eW) = _ e - ( y V + 76, + c) 
< -e^^^ (7^A-7A6o-Aco). 
Choose 7 large enough so that L(-e^^^) < 0 in fi. Hence Me > 0, 
L{u-ee^^') < 0 in Q. (7) 
So 
min(u - e^^ ^M = min(u - e e^ ^M. (8) 
n \ ‘ dn \ ’ ^ ) 
Letting e ^ 0, we have 
min x^ = minii. (9) 
n dQ \ ‘ 
• 
Lemma .11 (Hopf) : Assume (2) and (3). Let u be a positive solution in 
C^(Q). Let XocdQ. such that 
i) u is continuous at XQ. 
ii) u{xo) < u{x),xeQ. 
iii) XQ satisfies an interior sphere condition. 
Then the outer normal derivative ofu at Xo, if it exists, 
du,、 八 
& W < 0 . 
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Proof : We first prove the case c 三 0, since xo satisfies an interior sphere 
condition, we have B 二 Bji(y) C ^ for some yeQ such that xoedBf^d^l. For 
0 < p < R, let v(x) = -(e—a— - e""^') define on A = ^ ( y ) \ B^(y) where r 
is defined r — \x — y\ > p and a > 0 to be determined later. By (2) and (3), 
Lv = -e^'"{4.a'a''{xi - y,)(rr,- - y,) - 2a(a" + b\xi - yi))) 
< -e^'\W\r^-2a[a'' + \h\r)) 
22 1 
< -e"^'A(4aV-2a(^ + 4^)) 
X X 
< -e^''X{Wr^ - 2a(A + h^r)) 
< -e""'A(Va2 - 2a{k + hoR)) 
< 0 in A 
On dBp{y), u — u{xo) > 0 and there is e > 0 such that 
u - u{xo) +£V > 0. (10) 
The inequality also holds on dBn(y), where v = 0. By the Weak Maximum 
Principle , 
i ^ - i i ( : r o ) + a 2 0 i n A (11) 
We take normal derviative at x^ 
Qyi^ Qy 
‘ ⑷ < - £ ‘ ( 工 0 ) 二 -ev'{x^) < 0 . ( 1 2 ) 
For general c, define v{x) : e~^^^u{x), a > 0 where is to be determined later. 
We have 
0 > Lu = L{e^^'v) 
=严1 L'v + ” (aV + b'a + cv), 
where L' is an elliptic operator with no zero-order term. We have 
-v{o!'o?^-h'a^cv) > L'v 
{a"a^ + b'a + cv) > {Xa^ - Xboa - Aco) 
> X{a^ — boa — Co). 
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Choose a large enough so that L'v < 0 in Q. We have 
t'(xo) = 0, v(x) > 0 in Q. 
By what we have just proved, 
^ W = e-^g(xo)<0. (13) 
The lemma is proved. • 
Theorem .2 (Strong Maximum Principle) : Assume (2) and (3). Let u 
be a nonnegative solution of (1) in C^(Q). Ifu vanishes at some interior point 
of Vt then u 三 0 in Q. 
Proof : Let's assume on the contrary that u is positive, non-constant and 
achieves its minimum in the interior of ^1 Let 
Q+ = {xeQ\u > 0}. 
Then Q+ C 0 and 泥 + p| Q + 0. We choose a point x^ eQ：^  which is closer to 
dQ^ than to dQ. We have a largest ball B C f2+ having xo as its center and 
we can find some yeQ such that yedB 门 Q and u{y) 二 0. By the Hopf lemma, 
^u{y) + 0， 
which is impossible for y an interior minimum. So u can not have any interior 
minimum. • 
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